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AUTOMATION THE PRODUCTION 
OF WOODEN FLOORING

CSP ENGINEERING REMAINS ‘NUMBER 1’ IN THE AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY

CSP Engineering is the specialist for development of 
technology and automation for the production of wooden 
flooring. CSP Engineering constructs actively 4 automation 
groups: packaging lines, logistic systems, production 
machinery and filling machines. The Belgian constructor 
responds to the needs and market trends in the wood 
flooring industry and is known as a pro-active & co-thinking 
partner in the process to optimize the production of her 
clients.

Packaging solutions
On the domain of packaging automation CPS Engineering off ers a few 
modular systems which can be put in line in several diff erent set-ups. 
Depending on the type of package of the fl oor parts that need packag-
ing CSP off ers an appropriate solution.

Modular packaging solutions, configured to your needs

PAR-Scan®

Variable length packages

PAR-Pack®

Fix length packages

PAR-Return®

Automatic return system

PAR-Colli®

Colli-fix packages
PAR-Stack®

Automatic stacker
PAR-Film
Shrink foil packing

PAR-Strap®

Automatic strapping
PAR-Collect®

Push off buffer

Type of packages

or

and / or

or

or or

Packing type Logistic handling

PAR-Scan®
For measuring, registering, labelling an packaging of parquet with fi x 
and variable lengths, CSP Engineering puts the PAR-Scan® on the 
market. PAR-Scan® is an unique packaging line organiser in the wid-
est possible meaning. The system is modular and can be put in line 
on customer needs with other machines such as PAR-Strap®, PAR-
Film®, PAR-Return® or PAR-Stack®. PAR-Scan® measures package 
after package the length of each board, the number of m², num-
ber of boards in each package. These details are completed with 
width, thickness, type of wood, grading, surface,… After which they 
are printed on a label. The label is available in the language of your 
choice, British units are also possible and also a logo or barcode can 
be added. The information is logged, a pallet list with details is printed 
and all data are made digitally available for your administration.

PAR-Info®
This machine can be integrated with PAR-Scan®, PAR-Pack® 
and PAR-Colli®. 

The combination off ers the possibility to add automatically a fl yer to 
each package. On this label a manufacturer can print all requested 
information for instance storage and maintenance requirements, 
instructions for installation, warranty conditions, CE-sign, product 
specifi cations, a logo or brand name.

PAR-Stock®
Also PAR-Stock® can be combined with PAR-Scan®, PAR-Pack® 
and PAR-Colli®. The PAR-Stock® makes it possible to manage your 
warehouse professionally and receives online data or PAR-Scan® 
or PAR-Pack® or PAR-Colli®. Thanks to this advanced system for 
real-time inventory and order picking the client disposes on each 
moment of correct stock-information and stock counting is no longer 
necessary. 

The advantages of Par-Scan®
-  Measuring, registering, labelling and packaging in line without 

any manual intervention.
-  Costly measuring and calculation errors are excluded.
-  Floorboards in fi xed and/or variable lengths.
-  Each square meter produced is measured and registered.
-  Detailed pallet list with unambiguous summary of the quanti-

ties supplied

PAR-Pack®
This machine is the ideal packaging-line controller for packaging 
packs of wooden fl ooring on fi x length. PAR-Pack® ensures that each 
package is neatly aligned and controls PAR-Strap® and/or PAR-Film® 
(view scheme), but can also be integrated in line with other packaging 
machines.

Par-Label®
An obvious combination with PAR-Pack® is the PAR-Label®. 
This last one ensures that a label is automatically printed and 
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attached, where after the pack is wrapped with PAR-Strap® and/or 
PAR-Film®. 

PAR-Colli®
The PAR-Colli® is the newest member of the CSP Engineering range 
and is customer-made to create automatically packages on fixed 
length with flooring boards of variable length. It is possible to combine 
up to 6 different lengths of boards to construct 1 package. Also this 
installation is completely modular, the same options as with  
PAR-Scan® and PAR-Strap® as mentioned above are possible.

 

Different ways of packaging
PAR-Strap®
The PAR-Strap® fits seamlessly with the above options and is 
an automatic strapping machine for parquet. This machine is 
easy to use and realises the strapping for wood flooring boards 
even with herringbone. This machine is easy in maintenance 
and was developed from an ergonomic point of view. PAR-
Strap® is equipped with a robust and compact strapping head 
which guarantees a swift and steady stapping. Changing the 
spool happens through a quick-fastener. Due to a minimum of 
moving parts it is a machine that works very reliable and requires 
minimal maintenance. 
 
PAR-Film®
Also the PAR-Film® fits seamlessly with the above options and 
is an automatic strapping machine for parquet. One can choose 
to put PAR-Film® with PAR-Strap® in line. Another option is to 
have a solid packaging without this strapping. PAR-Film® packs 
automatically wooden floor boards in shrinking foil at high pack-
aging speed of 20 metres/minute. The machine cuts of the 
shrink foil to packaging width and puts the splice in the mid-
dle or on the side, this guarantees a nice presentation of your 
product. Your parquet is entirely protected against dirt, dust and 
moisture because PAR-Film® splices the shrink film completely 
along both the longitudinal and lateral sides.

Logistic solutions
CSP Engineering has several logistic solutions in the range which can 
be implemented in the production depending on the needs of the 
customer. Furthermore all systems can be put in line with all solu-
tions mentioned here above.

- PAR-Feed® is a semi-automatic feeding system for quick and easy 
feeding of boards for instance behind a planing machine.

- PAR-Collect® for the automatic gathering of boards and parquet 
packs.

 There exist 2 versions of this machine: a pneumatic and one with 
driven transverse belts.

- PAR-Return®: automatic return system
- PAR-Stack®: for automatic stacking of boards and parquet packs. 
 The PAR-Stack® is able to align boards left, right or central on a 

pallet. Furthermore the machine is particularly suitable for heavy 
stack work. The system has an open structure and is easy acces-
sible so that pallets can be evacuated easily with a pallet truck or 
fork lifter.

- PAR-Robot®: Recent addition to the range of CSP Engineering. This 
universal application in robotics expands the possibilities for auto-
matic stacking and destacking.  

 
The benefits of logistical system integration
-  Reduction in salary costs
-  Higher production capacity
-  Conducive to ergonomics
-  Modular use: installations can be deployed and converted 

quickly.
 

 

 
Production machinery
For bonding solid topcoats to 2-layer parquet with a waterproof and 
perfect adhesion, CSP Engineering is still constructing the PAR-Duo®. 
The plywood parts are bonded endlessly which results in no saw-
ing waste. The PAR-Duo® is able to produce 2-layer parquet with 
solid topcoats of fix and/or variable length in 1 production batch. The 
computer controlled sawing machine at the end of the line saws the 
bonded parts to the original length of the top layers. 

Filling machines
Last but not least the flagship of CSP Engineering remains the  
PAR-Filler® for automatic filling of knots and cracks in wood flooring 
boards. This technology will be extensively explained in an upcoming 
Floor Forum International.

For more information visit us on www.csp-engineering.com 
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